
 
          

 
( translation unknown;  UK = “Something in the Air” ) 
Czechoslovakia  :  1980  :  dir. Ludovík Ráza  :                                                 :  ? min 
prod:             :  scr: Drahoslav Makovicka  :  dir.ph.: Josef Illík 
………….………………………………………………………………………………………………… 
Zlata Adamovská; Vladimír Dlouhý; Ivan Mistrík; Zdena Hadrbolcová; Ludek Munzar 
  

Ref: Pages Sources Stills KBytes  Ω         Copy on VHS Last Viewed 

5204 ½ 2 0    -    -    -    -    - No Unseen 

 
 

Speelfilm Encyclopedie review: 
 
“Through a slight accident Alice is rather 
surprised when she discovers there’s no ash in 
her grandfather’s urn.  She undertakes an 
expedition into the past.  The time machine 
idea continues to enthral.  In this film present, 
past and future – chiefly thanks to the splendid 
screenplay by Draloslav Makovicka – interweave 
nicely.  *** ” 
 
 
International Film Guide 1982 note: 
 
“Alice and Petr’s romantic adventure is made 
possible by the Time Machine which takes them 
back into the past to find out why their 
Grandpa disappeared so strangely.” 

[no listing in "Halliwell's Film Guide", 
"Leonard Maltin's Movie and Video Guide 
2001", "The Critics’ Film Guide", "The 
Good Film and Video Guide", "Movies on 
TV and Videocassette 1988-89", "Rating 
the Movies (1990)", "The Sunday Times 
Guide to Movies on Television", "The Time 
Out Film Guide", "TV Times Film & Video 
Guide 1995", "Variety Movie Guide 1993", 
"Video Movie Guide 1993" or "The Virgin 
Film Guide"] 
 

 
 
 
No further information currently available.  Vladimír  Dlouhý was the boy who came to 
international notice in 1970 as the polio-stricken central figure of “UZ ZASE SKÁCU PRES 
KALUZE” (“I’m Jumping Over Puddles Again”).  Although by now he was 21, the brief 
synopsis above still suggests it is a kids’ adventure.  After his debut he was kept in regular 
work by Czech cinema, in films such as “POCKAM, AZ ZABIJEŠ” (72), “ROBINSONKA” (74) 
and “OSTROV STRIBRNYCH VOLAVEK” (76).  Nothing else is known of Zlata Adamovská. 
 
See subject index under EASTERN EUROPE / SOVIET BLOC, GRANDPARENTS and 
SCIENCE FICTION for legions of time travel stories. 
 
 

Néco je ve Vzduchu  


